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About This Software

Pixel-Me is probably the most sophisticated pixelart character-generation tool for an almost unlimited number of portraits.
Create outstanding pixelart-avatars for your Steam account and social media profiles; create striking images of your friends and

family or use it to depict your team or for ingame-artwork.
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Create hundreds of original characters using a vast array of over 700 elements

During the last six years, I handcrafted hundreds of custom pixelart portraits, storing all the different parts created for these
images. With a total now of over 700 elements like noses, beards, eyes and the likes this tool will allow you to create billions of

diferent images of virtually any person.
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Just a few of the countless faces you can create with Pixel-Me

Random functions for the individual parts of the overall image will help you generate a wide range of different characters and
most layers can be activated or hidden, corresponding to your needs.

You can move elements up and down, shuffle or deactive them

Pixel-Me currently comes with:

freely colourable skin

7 colourable Backgrounds

4 Foreheads

6 Necks

48 Chins

15 pairs of Ears

66 pairs of colourable Eyes
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37 Noses

117 colourable Lips

186 colourable Hairstyles

50 pairs of colorizable Eyebrows

83 colourable Beards

11 set of colourable Clothes

27 Decorative elements (usable twice)

39 pairs of Glasses

The results are yours to use in any way, both personal and commercial. Files are saved as PNGs and editable Pixel-Me files.

Trailer-Music: Creative Minds - Bensound
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Title: Pixel-Me
Genre: Design & Illustration, Photo Editing, Utilities
Developer:
bumblebee
Publisher:
bumblebee
Release Date: 1 Jun, 2018
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Only got it for a buck, and haven't finished it yet. But it's definitely worth your time.

1. Doctor Who meets Slenderman meets Alien Isolation
2. Most unnerving game I've played since Amnesia: The Dark Descent. It looks nice if a bit much for what I want for a solitare
game. I don't need that much overlying epicness in my card game, I just need neat game mechanics and replayability.

But I don't like the inability to play in windowed mode. If I can't do it, I don't want to play it. So my not recommending it is only
for people like me who prefer to play all their games windowed. I can't speak of the quality or fun. (except it seems a bit
overblown). My 3 year old loves this game. She likes the park level with the hot air balloon and the tube slide. All my play time
is her having fun and learning the layout of the park.. Not recommended. No auto saving, horrible enemy layout, and tries to be
a "I want to be the guy" game but flops hard.
. Spellforce 2 - demons of the past

This last expansion gave me a cringefest of bugs, glitches, crappy story layout and its poor design choices.

First map of the campaign:
-The lich(boss unit) walks down to your base and starts whacking your towers you cannot kill him because his health would
always stop to certain point preventing his death.

-The side quest in this map is almost unbearable I had to build 120 towers on the map just to find the location where to go and
one certain side quest which you need to find a dog. It had me searching for more than 20 minutes until eventually I gave up and
so searched on the net for it. The dog was hiding in one of my buildings that I've just built, there was no notification where the
dog was even though I had the whole map covered the game didn't give me a tip where to find the Lil'♥♥♥♥♥. This sort of
quest you will encounter alot in this expansion big map no notification.

Second map of the campaign stepping stones:

This part of the campaign is just dumb its basically a series of mini games in more of which requires you to wait for 30 minutes
before doing anything and after completing particular objective you have to wait 20 minutes more to progress. When you think
the worst has come to pass there came the worst puzzle game I ever encounter click the right objects to proceed with no tips or
guide provided.

Overall there was tons of bad stuff to be found but the major insult from this expansion was that a darkelf/norcaine has a
misshapen head to its former body. Spellforce 2 demons of the past could've been better than its last expansion but it wasn't,
nothing have been improve and it only gotten worse.

3/10 Bad experience. Looks fine, but needs more players and activities.. i like the game. and despite its glitches think the idea is
really good and will be watching it very closely. kind of wish more of this kind of game existed.. This game is awful.
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The matching game is poorly made, and there isn't a whole lot of depth.

But holy hell

The poorly translated writing is HILARIOUS AND TOTALLY WORTH IT.. Loved it, for like 5 hours.
Its a good hacking gae in the void of a better "uplink" game..

The problem with it that it is possible to "get lost" in the quest line if you delete the wrong email or destroy the wrong
goverment, or crime syndicate.

The hacking is primitive, and gets old after the 50th time.
It gets a bit "harder", but its the same patterns.

7\/10 overall.. The game runs fine, and i have not found any bugs so far. But this game involves a lot of blood and bleeding for
those that care.
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Brain cancer would be more fun.. nobody plays and hasn't been updated for months. dissapointing.. Puzzles and sneaky stealth
good story lines
. Just completed this game on my channel (playlist below). I had a good time! It was adequately spooky with some good looking
enemies alone the way. The audio was my favorite aspect of this game as it made moments tense even when nothing was there.
It left lots of questions unanswered, but I assume Chapter Two will clear things up.

 So far a good start to the series.

LAZARETTO: Chapter One Playlist - https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLQExZ2b_9Kr7LohA5lhgTa-AMPlbC45cE.
Played it for the puzzle aspect and I really enjoyed it.. Not gonna lie but this game is pretty addictive. There are three important
things I would like to change about this game......
1)It need to be cross-platform. (The multiplayer lobby is so empty.)
2)Lower the price. ($59.99 come on now. Btw I bought this when it was on sale for $41.99, which is still too much.)
3)Low frames and crashing(This depends on how good your GPU is, but I here that some people have a GTX 660 and above but
still experience gameplay trouble). Olala, Very intense and immersive gaming demo !. Love the game, but there's a glitch in the
code that makes it unbeatable. At the point where you have to look through the binoculars with the rose glasses, no turtle ever
approaches the breath analyzer. I waited for 20 minutes and nothing happened, whereas various walkthroughs show how quickly
the turtle comes up when you're looking. You cannot enter the dogbot because of this, meaning you can't win the game. I would
recommend the game if it actually worked.

Also, the mouse is broken. I thought it was maybe my computer but it's not, it's only in-game the mouse goes haywire, jumping
all over the screen, getting stuck on the right-hand side, moving when you click something so that you end up clicking something
else... endlessly frustrating. I love this game, have since I was a child, but the glitches are making it unbearable.
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